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Four Years to Last a Lifetime

�e Academy of Mount St. Ursula, a Catholic high school 
conducted in the Ursuline tradition, has served college-bound 
women of diverse cultures for more than 165 years. By instilling 
a love of learning and a broader global view, in a safe and 
nurturing environment, we empower young women for 
leadership in society.  
• Our students embrace excellence and accountability, and   
 excel in academics, arts, service and sisterhood.  
• Our faculty and sta� exemplify the highest ideals of   
 Serviam, instructional excellence, professionalism, respect  
 and concern for each student.
• Our next Principal will be an innovative educator, an 
 exemplary role model and a collaborative leader who   
 values our urban, multicultural community and recognizes  
 the vital importance of women’s education, spirituality 
 and growth.



Academy of Mount St. Ursula
Up the hill, and rising over the Bronx, the Academy of Mount St. Ursula has been the oldest continuously operating Catholic girls’ 
high school in New York State and a beacon of opportunity since its founding in 1855. Situated on the Academy's 12-acre campus, 
this home away from home has served more than 8,000 young women. Every day at AMSU our students are challenged and 
supported by talented and caring faculty and sta�. �ese young women are exposed to new experiences enabling them to see 
options never before considered.  �ey arrive as girls, they �nd their voices, and they graduate prepared, con�dent and empowered 
to succeed �rst at world-class colleges and universities and then in work places and communities that all bene�t from their 
presence.  

At the Academy of Mount St. Ursula, “four years to last a lifetime” is more than a slogan. It is the esprit de corps that is seen and felt 
in every classroom, hallway, performance, sporting venue and activity. Although rooted in tradition, AMSU has never been afraid 
to change with the times and meet the needs of new generations. We recognize this moment as one of those times. �e Academy 
of Mount St. Ursula is poised for growth, enhancement and renewed vitality. Our next Principal will be inspired to lead this charge.

AMSU Voices
“ At Ursula they are really committed to  
 the unique learning needs of girls and  
 they also see what extraordinary gi�s  
 these young women possess. At 14  
 years old, many girls doubt their   
 abilities. Here their gi�s are revealed,  
 cultivated, appreciated and called out.  
 It is no wonder they graduate with  
 such grace and con�dence.”

“ �e faculty show you there’s more to  
 you than you think.”

“ At the Academy, girls �nd a welcome  
 that enables them to build trust. �ey  
 are known and loved every moment  
 they are here. While diversity, equity  
 and inclusion are hot topics these days  
 in many schools, they have been part  
 of the AMSU foundation from day  
 one. �is allows them to build trust  
 and inspires hope – in the students,  
 their families, even in the students’  
 friends who don’t attend AMSU.”  

AMSU – Where a Principal Can Be Principal
As education has evolved, so too the role of the Principal, but not necessarily in ways that 
serve the mission, the students, the faculty and sta�. �e Board of Trustees and the 
Ursulines recognize that stellar academic leaders who can drive student success and 
mission ful�llment require the freedom to focus on curriculum, leading edge instruction, 
professional development, student life and faith formation. Toward that end, the Board 
of Trustees at AMSU is evaluating the administrative structure at the school intending to 
develop a Director of Operations position to focus on matters related to �nance, facilities, 
scholarship management, human resource administration and technology. 

Serviam – I Will Serve
Serviam is Latin for “I will serve” and is a way to deepen your 
concern for others and turn it into meaningful action. It is a 
calling to use your unique gi�s and talents to help others in 
need, and it is an attitude and spirit that stays with AMSU 
girls throughout their lives. At AMSU, students choose from 
a variety of service opportunities in ways that meld the needs 
of their communities with their interests and talents. �is 
mindset of helping others is a core value at AMSU, creates an 
atmosphere of sisterhood inside the school community and 
extends out into the communities in which we serve.  



Location + Programming
Our campus is located in a vibrant neighborhood of the Bronx, where you will �nd 
Fordham University, the New York Botanical Gardens, the Bronx Zoo and every world 
cuisine you could hope for, and is just a short train ride into Manhattan. �is a�ords 
AMSU students a wealth of opportunities for partnerships, �eld trips and career 
exploration. In addition, AMSU participates in many world-class programs and activities. 

One signature program is our connection to the United Nations. �e “UN Connection” is 
an initiative in which AMSU students participate with their peers from around the world 
and are educated about issues concerning women through the United Nations Commission 
on the Status of Women (CSW). �e CSW is instrumental in promoting women’s rights, 
documenting the reality of women’s lives throughout the world, and shaping global 
standards on gender equality and the empowerment of women. �rough this program, 
AMSU students also connect and work with the United Nations Working Group on Girls.  
All of these activities encourage AMSU students to develop a broader view, assisting in their 
understanding of women’s issues around the globe.

AMSU students participate in a number of faith, leadership and enrichment programs 
including: 
• Young Life Ministries • Bring Change to Mind
• Servant Leadership Academy • Columbia University School of Nursing
• One Love Program • Engineering Tomorrow 
• Fordham DEI Partnership • Her Honor 
• United Nations Day of the Girl • Invest in Girls
• Bridge Up Program • Dual Enrollment

Recognizing the transformation that occurs in young women during these four pivotal 
years, and the pressing need for social, emotional and life skills, the Academy of Mount 
St. Ursula is the only all-girls school in the Bronx to establish a whole-person wellness 
program and employ a full-time director.  

Why AMSU?
At the Academy of Mount St. Ursula, we justi�ably boast about the incredible trajectory 
of our students, their college acceptances and scholarships and the amazing and enduring 
bond of sisterhood that lasts decades a�er graduation. Our young women are dynamic, 
driven and delightful. �e compassion of our teachers and sta� consistently ranks as one 
of our most treasured traits. We are blessed with a large and generous alumnae body who 
continue to live Serviam and support their alma mater. Our Board of Trustees fully 
understands its role of governance rather than management, but is willing to do all in its 
power to make sure that the school can ful�ll its mission.

“ Girls don’t feel safe everywhere. Here  
 they are welcome, safe, and comfortable  
 expressing themselves. �ey �nd their  
 voices here. At the Academy of Mount 
 St. Ursula, no one is judged.”

“ �is is a place where you can change  
 lives and really matter.” 

“ I’ve never been absent in 14 years  
 because this is the �rst school I’ve   
 worked at where I felt completely at  
 home.”

“ Now, more than ever, the education 
 of women is essential to the world.”
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Role of the Principal
�e Principal of the Academy of Mount St. Ursula is the faith leader of the community and 
will see spirituality, our Catholic faith and Ursuline principles as the central basis for all 
other developmental domains of education including social, emotional and academic 
learning. Inspired by the enduring history of educating young women to take their place 
in the world and make a di�erence, the Principal brings contemporary excellence to the 
curriculum, programs, organizations and activities while respecting the traditions and 
culture. Reporting to the Board of Trustees, the Principal supervises the Assistant Principal, 
Director of Operations, Academic Department Chairs, Advancement, Campus Ministry, 
Student Life, Guidance and Wellness.

Quali�cations
�e next Principal of the Academy of Mount St. Ursula must be:
• a practicing Catholic able to be the school’s spiritual leader while respecting the wide   
 range of religious backgrounds our students possess, 
• an experienced educator, holding a master’s degree in educational administration or the   
 equivalent and a New York administrative certi�cate (or be willing to obtain), who is   
 devoted to continuous improvement,
• a strong academic leader who is knowledgeable about best instructional practices and   
 programs at the secondary level,
• dedicated to teacher professional growth to enhance curriculum, instruction and 
 assessment; seeing technology as a tool for instruction and learning,
• able to create and foster a warm and nurturing environment where young women come 
 of age realizing their talents and full potential,
• a unifying force with and for all members of the school community, 
• endowed with the personal qualities of humor, humility, kindness, empathy, respect,   
 resiliency and the ability to combine them with an understanding of servant leadership,
• an articulate, inspiring, relatable leader and speaker who becomes the face of the school   
 and engages with students, current and prospective parents, faculty and sta�, alumnae,   
 donors, civic leaders and educators to prompt interest, involvement and investment at   
 AMSU, and
• a powerful and empowering role model for students, faculty and sta� who manifests IQ,   
 EQ and DQ (decency quotient).

Spanish �uency and experience in multicultural, urban education preferred.  

�e Principal will:
• evaluate existing scholastic, religious and extra/co-curricular programming and 
 implement change and enhancements to strengthen student outcomes and distinguish   
 AMSU in its marketplace,
• collaborate e�ectively with faculty and sta� to increase impact and satisfaction,
• re�ne the value proposition and marketing posture to grow enrollment through improved   
 student recruitment and retention in an increasingly competitive marketplace,
• imbed Ursuline principles of Serviam into the curriculum, programs, social justice and   
 student experiences,
• expand the faculty and sta� by recruiting, mentoring and retaining well-quali�ed and   
 mission-driven professionals,
• embrace our multicultural community as a source of great strength,
• recognize parents as partners in their children’s education and use multiple platforms to   
 increase dialogue, and
• see issues and problems as a source of renewal and an avenue for growth and advancement.

Application Requirements
�e Principal will take o�ce on July 1, 
2022, or sooner if available. �is is a 
full-time, 12-month position. Salary and 
bene�ts are competitive and commensurate 
with experience and quali�cations.

Quali�ed and interested candidates should 
submit electronically: a letter of introduction; 
a resume; �ve professional references 
(names, email addresses and telephone 
numbers); and a written essay of no more 
than 500 words addressing:  

Given the rapidly evolving landscape for 
secondary education, what are the most 
valuable skills young women need to obtain 
during these years to successfully pursue 
higher education and rewarding careers?  
Describe the learning environment necessary 
to provide these skills.

Application materials should be issued no 
later than February 25, 2022. �e Academy 
of Mount St. Ursula reserves the right to 
hire prior to the deadline date should an 
ideal candidate apply. Send application 
materials to:

Academy of Mount St. Ursula 
Principal Search

Catholic School Management
Attn: Mary J. Foley 

csmo�ce@cbservices.org 

“ �e impact of the Academy of Mount 
 St. Ursula was so profound that I can barely  
 re�ect on it without tearing up. My life  
 would have followed a very di�erent and  
 far less positive path were it not for the  
 exceedingly generous, inspiring, challenging  
 and supportive faculty and sta�. �at this  
 remains a hallmark, decades later, speaks  
 to a level of commitment rarely seen in  
 education today. �e world needs AMSU  
 and AMSU needs and deserves a phenomenal  
 leader.”
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